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Abstract – There are variety of methods and algorithms that can be used to overcome the ranking 
problem. Task ranking is one of the problems that can be solved by using a machine learning 
algorithm ranking problem. This work focuses on finding the right approach and corresponding 
algorithms in the process of ranking to be able to help people in determining which jobs have a 
higher priority than others. Our approach is to compare several algorithms performed in the process 
of ranking that are Bipartite Ranking, k-partite Ranking, and Ranking by pairwise comparison. 
We're used questionnaires and deployment of prototype of Intelligent Personal Assistant Agent to 
apply the appropriate algorithm in intelligence agent in arranging task priority in daily activity that 
must be done by the users. After training dataset and evaluate the validation dataset using NDCG, 
it is found that the collaborative ranking used have a more accurate value / lower variance test 
evaluation because it  uses a large dataset and smaller training dataset. We found that labeling for 
more than 2 values it is not recommended to use a bipartite ranking if there are many repetitive 
data, both k-partite ranking and rank by pairwise comparison are able to be used for multi-
dimensional data labeling.
Keywords: Task Ranking, Bipartite Ranking, k-partite Ranking, Ranking by pairwise comparison, 
Intelligence Agent 
I. Introduction 
Technology is created by human and will be used to 
help human activities where the technology which is 
derived from the human mind is created to assist humans 
in performing their activities more easily. It is without 
doubt that technology can help human in performing their 
daily work or even performing as an assistant who can 
help in reminding the plan of activities that should be 
done. One of the example is intelligent personal assistant 
agent which can assist humans in performing their daily 
work, such as organizing and conducting the complex 
tasks on the desktop office setting [2].
Obviously, in determining priority in human daily 
activities, we require a proper and appropriate algorithm 
such as machine learning to determine which activity has 
the most priority. One of the example is “learning to rank” 
machine learning technique with many methods option to 
determine task priority, where will training the existing 
models in the ranking task [1]. Learning to rank is very 
useful for many application in Information Retrieval, 
Natural Language Processing, and Data Mining [1].
Meanwhile, determination of the ranking activity 
priority will be subjected for each human where they have 
their own ranking preferences for their daily activities. 
Thus, it would be very important for humans where 
“learning to rank” algorithm can help them to rank their 
daily activities with the highest ranking should be the one 
that should be done first. The Preference Distribution 
Learning (PDL) method can be used to conduct multi-
label ranking by rankers/users where inconsistent ranking 
from different people can be solved [3]. 
II. Problem Statement 
We are interested to apply 3 of LTR methods to solve 
instance, label, and object ranking using bipartite, 
multipartite ranking (k-partite) and learning by pairwise 
comparison according to their quality and accuracy [4]. 
Furthermore, we are interested in finding the right 
approach and corresponding algorithms in the process of 
ranking to be able to help people in determining which 
jobs have a higher priority than the others. Effort has been 
done by comparing several algorithms performed in the 
process of ranking which are Bipartite Ranking, k-partite 
Ranking, and Ranking by pairwise comparison. Our goal 
is to apply the appropriate algorithm in intelligence agent 
using Collaborative Filtering in arranging a priority in 
daily activity that must be done by the users.
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III. Various Ranking Methods 
There are various methods currently used in the process 
of determining the ranking using machine learning. It is 
not defined which method is best used in determining the 
priority task. Each method has its own way in determining 
the ranking process using models and existing training 
data [8]. At this section we will discuss how these methods 
and applications will be used in the algorithm / method 
used in determining the task ranking.
There are some issues in the ranking problem such as 
the instance ranking, ranking object and label ranking [4]. 
In the instance ranking that describes ranking process 
at an instance ݔ and ݕ set label, where the label is 
determined to have a fixed order ݕ1 > . . > ݕ݊ and each 
instance ݔ݅ is associated with a label ݕ݅. Given a set of 
instances as training data, where the objective of this task 
is to find the rankings order for a new instance [5]. In 
object ranking the model is given a preference information 
from the set of pairwise in a form and model must be able 
to determine the ranking order in the instance [6]. In the 
label ranking, the label is given instance space ݔ and label 
set ݕ, where the preference information is given in the 
form ݕ݅ > ݔ ݕ݆ where ݔ indicates preference instance in 
ݕ݅ rather than ݕ݆. A set of preference information is used 
as training data in a model, where the purpose of the task 
of the model is to find a preference ranking among all the 
labels for all instances. Label ranking can be an additional 
extension in conventional classification setting [7].
III.1. Bipartite Ranking 
In the bipartite ranking, the instances will be given a 
label of positive or negative with the purpose of creating a
score function that minimalizes the possibility of miss-
ranking that maximizes the area under the ROC curve,
where ROC curve is a graphical plot used to illustrate the 
performance of binary classifier system. Previous 
experiment obtained quantitative bounds for bipartite 
ranking in terms of a broad class of proper (composite) 
loss function given proper term strongly [9]. It is proven 
that this technique used is considerably simple and relies 
on properties of proper (composite) losses as elucidated 
recently.
In the bipartite ranking, the problem of the learning is 
given a training sample that consists of a set sequence of 
positive training examples and a set sequence of negative 
examples and its goal is to learn a real-valued ranking 
function that ranks future positive instances higher than 
negative ones and assigns values to positive instances 
higher than to negative ones.
Example of its application in information retrieval is to 
retrieve documents from multiple databases that are 
relevant to a given subject, where the training examples 
given to the learner consist of documents labeled as 
relevant (positive) or irrelevant (negative), and the end 
goal is to produce a list of documents containing relevant 
documents in the top position, and irrelevant documents in 
the bottom position. In other words, documents that are 
relevant to the search keywords will have a higher ranking 
than the irrelevant.
The purpose of this learning is to find a ranking 
function that can accurately perform the process of 
ranking the instances, the learning algorithm that is used 
should have a ranking function with minimal expected 
ranking error. More details are as follows, if a learning 
algorithm select a ranking function of a class of ranking 
functions ܨ, positive instance distribution ࣞା, and 
negative instance distribution ࣞି then the output of the 
ranking function ݂ ∈ ℱ with the expected error 
ℛࣞା,ࣞି(݂) which is close to the best possible with class ℱ
[10].
Fig. 1. Bipartite Ranking 
III.2. K-Partite Ranking 
K-partite algorithm used for recommending items use a
diverse set of features [11]. In k-partite, the algorithm used 
is not a ranking system but it is a rating system, which will
give a rating ranging from 1 with increment of 1. The 
concept is similar to bipartite which will have nodes k. 
Various domain has a diverse set of features available that 
requires a recommendation decision, for example, when 
giving a recommendation in music, the feature correspond 
to the terms in the music title, the name of singer or band, 
and the music genre. The most common way to 
incorporate features into the heterogeneous features into 
the random walk algorithm is by using a k-partite graph. 
To personalize a recommendation to every user, it takes a 
query centered on the random walk on the graph.
A k-partite graph is a graph that has nodes that can be 
partitioned into k disjoint sets, so there will be no two 
nodes on the same partition that is adjacent. Let ܩ =
{ܸ1, ܸ2, … , ܸ݇, ܧ} denote a k-partite graph, where each ܸ݅
is a partition of nodes and Ε is the set of edges. For 
example in the case of music recommendation using ݇ =
3 where the three partitions have correspondence to the 
users, music, and genre. 
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Fig. 2. K-Partite Ranking 
In k-partite algorithm where the instance space ࣲ, has 
a training input sample ࣭ = (࣭1, ࣭2, … , ࣭݇), with output 
ranking function ݂ ∶  Χ → ℝ where:  
࣭݇ =  (ݔଵ௞, … , ݔ௡௞௞ ) ߳ Χ௡௞  (1) 
࣭2 =  (ݔଵଶ, … , ݔ௡ଶଶ ) ߳ Χ௡ଶ  (2) 
࣭1 =  (ݔଵଵ, … , ݔ௡ଵଵ ) ߳ Χ௡ଵ  (3) 
Fig. 3. Multi-way clustering on k-partite graph. t 
means terms, d means music file, a means the singer. The 
nodes labeled as H1, H2,..., H7 correspond to cluster of 
terms, files, and singer. 
Examples of its application in the experiment [12] that 
has been done using the data sets OHSUMED [13] and 
MOVIELENS [14], where OHSUMED test collection is 
the benchmark data sets used to evaluate the performance 
of recommender systems, MOVIELENS the data sets 
consisting of 100,000 movie ratings provided by 943 users 
on 1682 movies. OHSUMED tests conducted by using a 
standard collaborative filtering approach. For data 
MOVIELENS compared its performance with 
collaborative filtering algorithms that exist, the result is 
due to the number of movies while its rating limited use 
integers in the range between 1 and 5, the problem is many 
movies have identical ratings. 
III.3. Ranking by Pairwise Comparison 
The most important benefit in ranking by pairwise 
comparison is to reduce the problem to the rank label
binary several classification problem. Pairwise learning is 
well-known in the context of classification, because it
allows one to transform a multi-class classification 
problem. Pairwise classification has been used in many 
areas for example in statistics, neural networks, support 
vector machine and others [15]. In general, this technique
is more accurate than the method in the general 
classification.
For example, the problem of ݉ > 2 classes ℒ =
{ߣ1 … ߣ݉},, into a number of binary problems. Base 
learner ℳ݆݅ is trained for each pair of labels
(ߣ݅, ߣ݆) ߳ ℒ, 1 ≤ ݅ < ݆ ≤ ݉; where the total number of 
݉(݉ − 1)/2 models are needed. ℳ݆݅ intended to 
separate the object with a label ߣ݅ from those having label
ߣ݆. During classification time, every prediction models 
will be determined for voting ℳ݆݅ between ߣ݅ and ߣ݆,
label with the highest value of the results of voting will be 
proposed as a final prediction.
Ranking by pairwise comparison overall complexity 
depends on the average number of preference provided for 
each training example. While being a quadratic in the 
number of labels if the full rank is given, it will be only 
linear for setting classification. In any case, it isn’t more 
expensive than the constraints classification and can be 
cheaper if the complexity of the basic learner is super-
linear. 
IV. Collaborative Filtering 
Collaborative filtering is one of the models used in most 
recommender systems. Recommender systems can create 
personalized recommendations for each user as required 
by the user to suit user preferences [16]. Personal 
Intelligence agent here will use the learning method to 
learn in advance what is preferred by the user, what is 
usually done by the user, and what actions are usually 
performed by the user. Relating it to the ranking means 
that every action taken by each user will be stored in the 
database.  
The workings of collaborative filtering (CF) is making 
observations preferences of each user whose data was 
collected from the targeted user and will be compared with 
all the preferences of all users. CF models perform 
calculations to estimate the preferences of all items 
available, then from the items that is to be sorted by 
estimated preferences, eventually a subset of top items 
will be shown to the user as a recommendation. 
The important thing to consider is how to make the 
process of training and evaluation of the system CF. 
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Evaluating the performance of the CF system is based on 
the collected ratings from all user that will be partitioned 
into a training set and a test set. Model will learn on the 
training set and be evaluated using a test set.
The process of learning to rank is done using supervised 
learning problem where each labeled training data is ࣞ is 
assumed. Training data sets ࣞ consists of various tasks 
performed by users who have inputted in accordance with 
the standard priorities by the various users who have a list 
of query-comparison pairs (ݍ݅, ݈݅) labeled with the 
corresponding relevance score ࣞ = {(ݍ݅, ݈݅, ݕ݅): ݅ ∈
[1. . ݊]}. Where labeling ݕ݅ of each task is done using three 
values, namely high, medium, and low with the higher
priority task will be weighted higher value, so that the low 
will have a value of 1, medium will have a value of 2, and 
the high will have a value of 3, where the value will 
increase in accordance with the number of the task.
In evaluating the "learning to rank" will be used 
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [17]. 
NDCG has one user-defined parameter ݇ and two 
functions (gain function and discount function) that make 
it desirable in the ranking setting. The gain function allows 
a user to set the significance of each relevance level. The 
discount function makes items lower in the ranked list 
contribute less to the NDCG score. Let ݕ become a vector 
of relevance values for sequences of items and ߨ denote a
permutation over the sequence of items in ݕ, then ߨݍ is the 
index of the ݍݐℎ item in ߨ and ݕగ௤  relevance is the actual 
value of this item. The Discounted Cumulative Gain 
(DCG) for this Permutation π is defined as:





Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) can 
be defined as: 
ܰܦܥܩ@݇(ݕ, ߨ) =  ஽஼ீ@௞(௬,గ)஽஼ீ@௞(௬,గ∗)  (5) 
V. Experiment Result 
To determine the ranking algorithm which can be used 
in managing the priority ranking in task management to be 
applied in personal intelligence agent, we conducted 
experiments with quantitative method in gathering 
information of student profile (shown in figure 5) with 55
respondent students in various majors at universities in 
Indonesia. Each respondent will fill the profile data that is 
used to determine the behavior of the user and his daily 
activities.
A Personal Assistant shown in figure 6 will help to 
interact with the user. A Personal Assistant is a software 
agent that acts semi-autonomously for and on behalf of a 
user, modelling the interests of the user and providing 
services to the user or other users. It is unobtrusive but 
ready when needed and rich in knowledge about the users 
and their areas of work. This is the generalized notion of a 
Personal Agent from the agents’ standards body, 
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents [18].
The functions of a Personal Agent can be as varied as 
carrying out one or more of the following activities: 
managing a user’s diaries, filtering and sorting email, 
managing a user’s desktop environment, managing a 
user’s activities, plans and tasks, locating and delivering 
multimedia information, recommending entertainment, 
purchasing desired items, and, planning travel [19]. 
There is a list of possible proactive activities that an 
assistive agent might perform on behalf of its user to 
support task management, which is divided into several 
categories: act directly, act indirectly, collect information, 
and remind, notify, ask. [20]. 
Acting directly, the agent can perform the next step or 
steps of a shared task, perform or prepare for future steps 
of a shared task now, initiate the first step of a shared or 
agent task, suggest (shared) tasks the agent can take over 
and perform, establish a learning goal (i.e., to learn new 
capabilities). 
Acting indirectly, the agent can suggest a user task to 
be delegated to a teammate, or suggest that the user offer 
to take on the task of a teammate, suggest a meeting to be 
rescheduled, suggest a lower-priority task to be postponed 
to free resources, suggest a task to be promoted or 
demoted in priority, suggest (better) ways to achieve a 
(shared) task, anticipate failures of (shared) tasks and look 
for ways to reduce the failure likelihood or reduce the 
impact of a failure. 
Collecting information, the agent can gather, 
summarize information that is relevant to a user or a
shared task, monitor the status of tasks delegated to a 
teammate, monitor and summarize resource levels and 
commitments, analyze possible 
consequences/requirements of a (shared) task.
 Remind, notify, and ask, the agent can remind of the 
user’s next step in a shared task, notify upcoming 
deadlines and events, ask for feedback or guidance from 
user, ask for clarification or elaboration of a (shared) task, 
monitor and filter incoming messages. 
TABLE I 
USER AND AGENT ACTIVITIES
Entity Action
Agent
• Get different requests and 
messages from its human via user 
interface
• Do analysis using appropriate 
algorithm
• Do calculation of priority of 
tasks
• Inform and display 




• Insert the personal profile
• Insert the tasks and priority
• Do the task based on agent 
information
• Ask and inform the agent 
about the task
Fig. 4. Agent and User Flow Activity 
Figure 4 shows the agent and user activity. First the user 
will interact with the user interface to input the profile, 
then the agent will process the input data and calculate the 
priority according to user preference, then the agent will 
process the data input from the user using the algorithm 
ranking (Bipartite Ranking, k-partite Ranking, and 
Ranking by pairwise comparison), then it will provide the 
information of the task by using collaborative filtering to 
the user which has been prepared, analyzed, and calculated 
by the agent. 
Fig. 5. Entry User Profile 
Fig. 6. Agent User Interface 
Fig. 7. Activity Input User Interface 








Activities that have been inputted by the user will have 
its priority level determined between high, medium, or 
low. Every activity will be mapped using a ranking 
algorithm. Using bipartite ranking where high and 
medium will recorded into positive value and the low will 
be into negative value. Using k-partite ranking, each task
will be given a value, the most common activities 
performed by the user will be given a higher rating than 
the other. Using rank by pairwise comparison, each 
activity will be recorded as query-pair comparison 
User Interact with 
UI





Agent : Inform the 
User by UI
User Action : 
Accept or Pending 
or Reject
User Inform the 
Agent by UI
Agent do analysis 
by user action
Agent Interact 
with User by  UI
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between activities with priorities. 
TABLE III




Ranking by pairwise 
comparison
High Positive 3 Activity - High
Medium Positive 2 Activity - Medium
Low Negative 1 Activity - Low
Evaluation for the same activities that other users have 
made on bipartite ranking shows that there are some 
activities in priority high that is under the medium priority 
because these activities is often appeared or performed by 
another user, because the priority of high and medium are 
in the same positive value. 
In k-partite ranking every activity has been given a 
rating by the agent, the level of efficiency of the algorithm 
is quite good, with the negative side is when there is a new 
activity that is inputted by the user and is not in the 
database before, it will be given a lower rating, but the 
agent will still help to define and calculate to keep a high 
rating on the right priorities.
In rank by pairwise comparison, each activity will be 
sorted as high, medium, then low, the activity that is often 
done by the user will be placed on higher priority 
compared to the other activity, so any new activity can be 
inserted in accordance to the priorities. 
 From the speed of the process for a dataset, bipartite 
ranking processing speed is higher than the other (shown 
in table 4), while k-partite ranking has a lower processing 
speed because it must compare all of the data to the 
existing data, and rank by pairwise comparison would 
have the average speed compared with the two other 
algorithms because the process of indexing the data has 
been created using the label value to every existing query 
comparison.
TABLE IV






Bipartite Ranking High Low
k-partite Ranking Low High
Ranking by pairwise 
comparison Medium High
VI. Conclusion 
After doing training in the training dataset and evaluate 
the validation dataset using NDCG, it is found that the 
collaborative ranking have a more accurate value / lower 
variance test evaluation because it  uses a large dataset and 
smaller training dataset. There are variety of methods and 
algorithms that can be used to overcome the ranking 
problem. From algorithm Bipartite Ranking, k-partite 
Ranking, and Ranking by pairwise comparison used in this 
study, we found that for labeling more than 2 values it is 
not recommended to use a bipartite ranking there are many 
repetitive data, because later it has to be combined with 
other methods to get the accurate task ranking in 
accordance to user needed. K-partite ranking and rank by 
pairwise comparison are both able to be used for multi-
dimensional data. K-partite ranking will generate data 
with a large variation, while rank by pairwise comparison 
will consistently follow standard ranking that has been 
established. In the experiments that have been conducted 
it is found that pairwise comparison ranking algorithm is 
the best solution that can be used in determining the 
priority task.
In the future development, the other methods can be 
used in the ranking problem to ensure getting the 
appropriate algorithm in the task priority ranking with 
multi-dimensional data. Agents can also combine ranking 
algorithm with other method to get the best result. To 
determine which is the best ranking algorithm that can be 
used in managing the priority ranking in task management 
to be applied in personal intelligence agent, each activity 
to be inputted by the user should always be processed and 
checked again by the agent so that the task priority 
informed to the user is more accurate and uses more data 
sets so that the training and the test set can decrease the 
bias in the model predictions.
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